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Abstract
We present ProTest, an automatic test environment for B speciﬁcations. B is a model-oriented
notation where systems are speciﬁed in terms of abstract states and operations on abstract states.
ProTest ﬁrst generates a state coverage graph of a B speciﬁcation through exhaustive model check-
ing, and the coverage graph is traversed to generate a set of test cases, each being a sequence of B
operations. For the model checking to be exhaustive, some transformations are applied to the sets
used in the B machine. The approach also works if it is not exhaustive; one can stop at any point in
time during the state space exploration and generate test cases from the coverage graph obtained
so far. ProTest then simultaneously performs animation of the B machine and the execution of the
corresponding implementation in Java, and assigns verdicts on the test results. With some restric-
tions imposed on the B operations, the whole of the testing process is performed mechanically. We
demonstrate the eﬃcacy of our test environment by performing a small case study from industry.
Furthermore, we present a solution to the problem of handling non-determinism in B operations.
Keywords: Speciﬁcation Based Testing, B–Method, Test Environment, Non Determinism.
1 Introduction
Software testing is broadly classiﬁed into two categories: structured testing
and functional testing [2,6]. Structured testing (or white-box testing) derives
test cases from the structure of the implementation or part of the implemen-
tation. Such test cases are derived from a programmer’s perspective with the
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aim of covering as much as possible the structure of the object under test.
This approach is likely to miss out many bugs because it may give all the code
coverage that we may need, but it may not give us all of the system coverage
that users may expect. The test cases for functional testing (or black-box test-
ing) on the other hand are written from a user’s perspective. They are derived
from the external speciﬁcation of the software behaviour with no consideration
given to the internal organisation, logic, control or data ﬂow. Structured tests
tell a developer that the code is doing things right while functional tests tell
a developer that the code is doing the right things [8].
Functional testing involves executing the implementation under test in
relation to a set of test cases and examining the correctness of the generated
output. In this context, we have the following issues:
• Generation of test cases: How to obtain test cases so that they cover all
features of a requirement under all scenarios?
• Execution of the test cases: How to execute the test cases which are ob-
tained from requirements or speciﬁcations? This may be a diﬃcult task
because even if the implementation preserved the intent of the require-
ment/speciﬁcation, it may not preserve the structure or the logic of the
latter.
• Validation of test outcomes: Once we run the test cases, the program would
produce some outputs. How to ensure that the results are correct?
If the development process is formal, many of the above issues can be
handled in a rigorous manner. Formal speciﬁcations precisely deﬁne the high
level aspects of a software while omitting the detailed structural information;
they are more likely to encode all of the required functions and their scenarios.
Therefore testers can use the underlying mathematical framework to generate,
possibly mechanically, test cases for functional testing.
Even if we obtain test cases from speciﬁcations, it may not be easy to use
them to execute the implementation. This is because a high level functionality
may have been implemented in a variety of ways, and the mapping between the
high level functionality and the low level implementation may not be apparent
to the tester. Consider an example of a test case being a sequence of high
level operations at speciﬁcation level, but this operation sequence may not
map easily to the operations at the implementation level. Some authors have
proposed the use of special mappings called representation mappings to bridge
this semantic gap [17]. In addition, there is the problem of non-determinism.
The choice made by a non-deterministic operation may not correspond to the
deterministic choice made by the implementation. And then how are we going
to use a test case involving non-determinism?
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When a system executes a test case, it produces an outcome, and the out-
come is often interpreted by the tester to assign a verdict that the system has
passed the test. This problem can be tackled by incorporating oracles into
the testing process [17, 23]. A test oracle determines if the system behaved
correctly in relation to the test case. Test oracles are usually obtained from
speciﬁcations. The outcome of a test case and the outcome obtained from a
test oracle need to be matched to establish the equivalence between abstract
outputs and concrete results. There are two issues in this context; ﬁrst, there
must be a mapping between the abstract state of the speciﬁcation and the
concrete state of the implementation, and second, there must be a mechanism
to show their equivalence. The ﬁrst problem can be solved by representation
mapping; Antony and Hamlet [4] have discussed how the users could write ex-
plicit code for a representation mapping between the concrete data structures
of C++ instance variables and the abstraction of the speciﬁcation. And the
second can be addressed though the use of probing or observation operations
both at the abstract as well as at the concrete state levels.
In this paper, we discuss ProTest, an automatic test environment for B
speciﬁcations. ProTest is based on ProB, a model checking and animation
tools for B [16]. ProTest follows an approach similar to the one by Dick
and Faivre [10] (discussed in Section 2) and generates test cases from B
speciﬁcations by partition analysis of the state invariant and the operation
preconditions of a speciﬁcation. Our method oﬀers some guidelines and if the
implementation follows them, then the whole cycle of the testing process can
be automated. We also discuss a small industrial case study to illustrate our
approach and the test environment. The main results of our paper can be
summarised as follows:
• ProTest generates test cases by partitioning and exploring the state space.
ProTest then simultaneously animates the speciﬁcation and runs the im-
plementation with respect to the test cases and assigns verdicts whether
the implementation has passed the tests. The whole process is automatic;
however, at this stage the test environment imposes some restrictions on
operation arguments and results.
• We have presented a solution to handle non-determinism in B operations;
however the current implementation of the ProTest does not support this.
The organisation of the paper is as follows. Section 2 discusses the related
work. Section 3 presents our approach. Section 4 discusses our implementation
and in Section 5 we preset an analysis of our test environment in relation to
existing work. Section 6 concludes the paper.
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2 Related Work
The concept of speciﬁcation based testing most probably originated from the
work by Hall [13] in which he discussed partitioning the input space by ex-
amining predicates in the operations of Z speciﬁcation [20]. The aim was to
induce software correctness based on test results.
The work by Dick and Faivre [10] is a major contribution to the use of
formal methods in software testing in which they have discussed a strategy for
generating test cases from model oriented formal speciﬁcations. A VDM [14]
speciﬁcation has state variables and an invariant (Inv) to restrict the state
variables. An operation, say OP , is speciﬁed by a pre-condition (OPpre) and
a post-condition (OPpost). The approach of Dick and Faivre is to partition the
input space of OP by converting the expression OPpre ∧OPpost ∧ Inv into its
Disjunctive Normal Form (DNF); and each disjunct of it represents an input
subdomain of OP . Next, as many operation instances of OP are created as
the number of non-contradictory disjuncts in the DNF. An attempt is then
made to create a FSA (Finite State Automaton) in which each node represents
a possible machine state and an edge represents an application of an operation
instance. A set of test cases are then generated by traversing the FSA where
each test case is a sequence of operation instances. The work of Dick and
Faivre discusses only the mechanisation of the partitioning algorithm.
Legeard et al. [15] have developed a tool called the BZ Testing Tool (BZ-
TT) for deriving test cases from Z or B speciﬁcations. Since our approach has
many similarities with the BZ-TT, we present it here in some detail. So far as
B speciﬁcations are concerned, they assume (i) the speciﬁcation consists of a
single B machine, and (ii) all sets in the B machine are transformed into ﬁnite
enumerated sets. The test case generation proceeds in the following steps:
• The deﬁnition of each B operation Op is transformed into its normalised
form [1] which looks like:
outs ←− Op(inps) = Pre | @s′, outs′ . P ost =⇒ outs, s := outs′, s′
where, s is the state variable of the machine, Pre is the precondition (over
inps and s) and Post is the postcondition. inps and outs are respectively
the operation input and the result. The normal form tells: provided Pre
is true, the values s′ and outs′ are non-deterministically chosen such that
Post is satisﬁed. Post may refer to s and outs as well as s′ and outs′.
• Pre and post are transformed into their DNF; the deﬁnition of Op then
becomes:
outs ←− Op(inps) = (∨i Prei) | @s′, outs′ . (
∨
j Postj) =⇒
outs, s := outs′, s′
• The above expression partitions the input space into subdomains of the
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form:
∃ inps, s′, outs′ . (∨i Prei)
∧
Postj.
Test cases are generated from the above expression using a CLP (Constraint
Logic Programming) solver.
However, in order to generate boundary goals, BZ-TT uses cost functions to
partition further the input subdomains. If an input subdomain is represented
by the predicate #(W ∪ R ∪ A) < #{X1, X2, X3}, then some candidates for
the maximization and minimization cost functions could be #W + #R +
#A = 2 and #W +#R+#A = 0 respectively. Given a boundary condition,
Prolog search techniques are used to generate a test preamble. At a boundary
state, all eligible operations are applied to generate test cases as sequences of
operation instances. From the test cases, automatic test scripts are generated
in the target language, and representation mappings are created manually.
Because of problems due to non-determinism and those related to matching
between abstract and concrete states, automatic verdict assignment was not
implemented. It is to be noted that the BZ-TT does not handle constants,
properties and set comprehension, all of which we use in our case study.
The work of Richardson et al. [17] discusses the derivation and use of test
oracles for checking test results in the context of multi-lingual and multi-
paradigm (formal) speciﬁcations. Test oracles are derived from speciﬁcations
in conjunction with the derivation of test data in relation to some testing
criteria. Test execution is monitored and the results are veriﬁed against or-
acles; sometimes the authors considered it useful to compare intermediate
results in addition to the end results. To make veriﬁcation possible, their ap-
proach constructs mappings between the name space of the implementation
and the name space of the oracle (same as the name space of the speciﬁca-
tion). There are two kinds of mappings: control and data. Control mappings
are between control points in the implementation and locations in the spec-
iﬁcation where the implementation and the speciﬁcation should be in same
state. Data mappings describe the transformation between the data struc-
tures in the implementation and objects in the speciﬁcation. These mappings
are also called representation mappings [15], and usually they are developed
manually. The implementation state and the state changes are monitored at
the pre-determined control points, and data mappings are used to establish
the correspondence between the implementation and the speciﬁcation state
as oracle. The authors point out that many of the steps described could be
automated.
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3 Our Approach
Let us assume that a formal speciﬁcation has adequately speciﬁed all the re-
quirement functions under all possible scenarios. Then our aim is to generate
test cases which would test all such functions of the corresponding implemen-
tation under the given scenarios. In addition, our test environment would
examine the test results for assigning verdicts. ProTest is a test environment
for B speciﬁcations.
3.1 The B method
The B-method, originally devised by J.-R. Abrial [1] is a theory and method-
ology for formal development of computer systems. B is model-oriented in the
sense of Z and VDM. B is used to cover the whole of the software development
cycle; the speciﬁcation is used to generate code with a sequence of reﬁnement
steps in between. At each stage, the current reﬁnement needs to be proved
consistent with the previous reﬁnement.
The basic unit of speciﬁcation in the B method is called a B machine.
Larger speciﬁcations can be obtained by linking B machines in a hierarchical
(tree like) manner. This is a design restriction on the B method with view to
making proofs compositional. A B machine consists of a set of variables, an
invariant to restrict the variables and a set of operations to modify the state
variables. A machine has an initial state which initializes the state variables.
An operation has a precondition, and an operation invocation is deﬁned only
if the precondition holds. The initialization action and an operation body
are written as atomic actions coded in a language called the generalized sub-
stitution language [1]. The language allows speciﬁcation of deterministic and
non-deterministic assignments. An operation transforms the machine state to
a new state. The behaviour of a B machine can be described in terms of a
sequence of operations; the ﬁrst operation of the sequence originates from the
initial state of the machine.
3.2 Our Example
For our case study, we will consider a component of the teletext system of a
commercial television from Philips Electronics [18]. The component descrip-
tion is as follows: a TV screen has a display window consisting of R rows which
can display a sequence of N teletext page titles. At any time a subsequence of
the transmitted sequence could be displayed and therefore, the display of the
N page titles (N ≥ R) would require scrolling. Page titles could be scrolled
by pressing the up and the down arrow buttons of the TV remote. Every
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TV Remote
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Teletext page 
Fig. 1. Display of N page titles over the Display window of size R
slot of the display window has a default colour and it can display a teletext
page title. At any point in time, the cursor resides on exactly one slot which
is displayed with a diﬀerent colour. The component has non-trivial cursor
movement operations. A pictorial form of the component has been shown in
Figure 1. We have speciﬁed this teletext component as a single B machine
and a sketch of it has been shown in the Appendix.
A B machine has a name, and in our case it is called Teletext. The SETS
clause shows the sets that will be used by the machine. The CONSTANTS
clause declares the constants used in the machine and the PROPERTIES
clause tells of their types and values. The VARIABLES heading shows the
state variables and the INVARIANT clause puts restrictions on the state vari-
ables in the form of predicates; in the appendix we have shown a fragment
of the invariant. The INITIALISATION clause initializes the state variables.
The OPERATIONS clause shows a set of operations which can either probe
the machine state or modify it. In our example, the most important opera-
tions are define, upCursor and downCursor. The upCursor tries to move
the cursor one position up and it may involve scrolling. The downCursor
tries to move the cursor one position down and it may involve scrolling in the
opposite direction. All such actions are possible if the define operation has
placed the machine in a deﬁned mode of operation.
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3.3 Partitioning of the input space
A B machine has a state which can be modiﬁed through the operations of
the machine. The INITIALISATION clause puts a B machine in its initial
state. Thereafter, as and when the precondition of an operation holds, the
operation is eligible for application. Application of the eligible operations
deﬁnes the behaviour of the machine. Following the terminology of Dick and
Faivre [10], we will deﬁne a test case as a sequence of eligible operations. Every
operation has a precondition which deﬁnes its input space. Dick and Faivre,
partition this input space into subspaces meaning that each subspace deﬁnes
a possible scenario under which the operation can be applied. We follow the
same approach for a B machine. We enumerate our partitioning method in
the following steps.
Step 1: Consider a machine operation OP1. Compute the DNF of the precon-
dition of the operation. As pointed out by Legeard et al. [15], in practice, the
precondition of an operation is sometimes trivial and therefore, a DNF based
analysis would not result in interesting partitions. In order to address this
problem, we do the following transformation. Consider an operation with an
IF construct in its body such as: IF < if -predicate > THEN ... ELSE ... We
then add (through conjunction) the predicate (< if -predicate > ∨ ¬ < if -
predicate >) to the precondition. Note that the above is a tautology, and
therefore, it does not modify the precondition but it results in a better par-
tition of the input space. We do the same for all the if–predicates in the
operation. Refer to the operation upCursor in Figure 3.3, and observe how
the original precondition has been expanded to create more partitions.
Note that this transformation is not only limited to IF predicates. They
are also applied over the predicates of the CASE and the SELECT statements.
The rules for adding predicates to a precondition have been shown in Table
5 in the Appendix. After all these transformations of the precondition, it is
subjected to the DNF analysis. Note that, for the moment, situations like an
IF statement inside an ANY statement is ignored. The problem is: it might
depend on the bound variables which are not part of the input or the initial
state.
Step 2: Let the DNF of the precondition of OP1 be the disjunction of the
disjuncts C1, C2, . . . , Cp. The way we have lifted tautologies constructed out
of the predicates in an operation body, means that some of these disjuncts
may be self contradictory, and further some of them might contradict the
invariant of the B machine. We then ﬁlter out these contradictory disjuncts
by subjecting them to a naive theorem prover. Let the disjuncts that remain
after ﬁltering are C1, C2, . . . , Ck. These disjuncts partition the input space of
OP1 into k subspaces.
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(A)
upCursor = PRE Status = DEFINED THEN
IF Selected > 1 THEN
Selected := Selected - 1 ||
IF (Plist_size >= Display_size) THEN
IF Scroll > 0 THEN
IF Selected = Scroll + 2 THEN
Scroll := Scroll-1 || ....
ELSE IF (DisColours(Display_size)=white &
DisPnames(Display_size)=blank) THEN
DisColours := {nn,cc | ....}
ELSE DisColours := {nn,cc | ......} END
END
ELSE /* Scrolling not necessary */
IF Selected >= 2 THEN DisColours := {nn,cc | ...}
END
END
ELSE DisColours := {nn,cc |...} END
END END;
(B)
upCursor = PRE
Status = DEFINED & (Selected > 1 or Selected <= 1) &
(Plist_size >= Display_size or Plist_size < Display_size) &
(Scroll > 0 or Scroll <= 0) &
(Selected = Scroll + 2 or Selected /= Scroll +2) &
(Selected >= 2 or Selected < 2) &
((DisColours(Display_size = white &
DisPnames(Display_size) = blank) or
(DisColours(Display_size)/=white or
DisPnames(Display_size)/= blank)) &
(Selected = 1 or Selected >1) & (Scroll = 0 or Scroll > 0)
THEN ...... END;
Fig. 2. Lifting of predicates to a precondition: (A) Deﬁnition of operation upCursor, (B) New
precondition of upCursor
Step 3: Create k instances of the operation OP1; let the instance OP
i
1 cor-
respond to disjunct Ci, 1 ≤ i ≤ k. What this means is that the instance
OP i1 is eligible for application when the condition Ci holds. The way we have
lifted the predicates to the pre-condition, implies that each operation instance
represents a valid control path inside the operation OP1.
Step 4: Create similar instances for all operations in the machine.
Step 5: The full state space of the B machine is explored to construct a
FSM (ﬁnite state machine) whose initial node is the initial state of the B
machine. Each node in the FSM represents a possible machine state and each
edge is labelled by an operation instance. Of course, to explore the full state
space, it is assumed that all the sets of the speciﬁcation are of ﬁnite type and
they are small in size. The state space search is performed by the ProB tool;
more about the implementation will be discussed later. The aim here is that
all the operation instances which we have generated in our partition analysis
appear at least once in the FSM. However, it is not always possible since some
operation instances may not be reachable.
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Fig. 3. The testing process
Step 6: Starting from the initial state, traverse the FSM to generate a set
of operation sequences such that each operation instance in the FSM appears
in the generated sequences at least once. Each operation sequence should
start with the initial state, and an operation instance may appear in more
than one sequence. Each such sequence would constitute one test case for
the subsequent implementation. And the set of test sequences would be our
test suite. The traversal of the FSM to generate an optimal number of test
sequences is a NP–complete problem [12]; therefore, we need to follow some
heuristic for traversing the graph.
3.4 Testing strategy
Each test case of the test suite we have generated is nothing but a sequence of
operations of the B machine that speciﬁed our problem. We will not address
the issue of non-determinism here; it will be discussed in a later section. If we
could animate the B machine with respect to a test case, at the end of covering
the test sequence, we would obtain a state, say Statespec. Let us assume that
we have an implementation of the B-machine and we are able to execute the
implementation in relation to the same test case, and let the resulting state be
called Stateimpl. Now if we are able to match Statespec with Stateimpl then we
could assign a verdict whether the implementation has passed the test. The
whole process has been shown in the ﬁgure 3.
3.5 The Matching Problem
The operations of a B machine can be divided into two categories: update
operations which can modify the machine state, and probing operations which
only perform queries on the state variables. The probing operations can query
the system state to extract out important state aspects. Table 1 shows all the
update and the probing operations of our case study. We assume that the
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implementer implements all the probing as well as the update operations.
The probing operations of the speciﬁcation and those of the implementation
can now respectively query important properties of Statespec and Stateimpl
and match their responses. Of course this would require mapping between the
name space of Statespec and that of Stateimpl, a mapping similar to the work
of Richardson et al [17].
4 Implementation: The ProTest Environment
ProTest is a test environment built on top of the ProB tool which has been
developed by Leuschel and Butler [16]. In the following, we will present a brief
description of it.
4.1 The ProB Tool
The ProB tool is an automated consistency checker of B machines via model
checking and constraint-based checking. The activity of consistency check-
ing shows that the operations of a machine preserves the machine invariant.
The ProB environment has been developed mainly in SICStus Prolog with a
graphical user interface implemented in Tcl/Tk. ProB uses the JBTools [22]
package to translate a B machine into XML form, and then the Pillow pack-
age [7] is used to transform the XML ﬁles into a Prolog term representation.
The ProB front end then uses this Prolog term representation. The ProB
animator provides visualization of the state space that has been explored so
far by the animator. Further details about ProB can be found in [16].
The model checker component of ProB tries to explore the state space of
a B machine systematically and automatically. It alerts the user as soon as
a problem like the invariant violation is found, and then presents the short-
est trace within the states already explored that leads from the initial state
to the place of error. The model checker also detects when all states for ﬁ-
nite state models have been explored, and thus can formally guarantee the
absence of errors. For such exhaustive model checking, the sets of the ma-
chine are restricted to small ﬁnite sets and integer variables are restricted to
small numeric ranges. Under these restrictions only, ProB can traverse all the
reachable states of the machine (and show the absence of errors within the
restrictions). ProB can also animate a B machine. In addition, ProB supports
random animation in which eligible operations are applied at random till their
number reaches a certain limit given by a user.
In addition to temporal model checking, i.e. model checking of the above
type, ProB also supports constraint based checking. If there is an invariant
violation because of an operation invocation, ProB model checker can ﬁnd
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it through systematic exploration. However, constraint based checking ﬁnds
a state of the machine that satisﬁes the invariant but where we can apply a
single operation to reach a state that violates the invariant. ProB supports this
approach through the use of Prolog’s co-routining and constraint facility [16].
We will use both these approaches of ProB in our testing environment.
4.2 The ProTest Tool
Our test environment makes the following assumptions:
(i) The B speciﬁcation consists of a single machine. This is because, at this
stage, ProB can animate and model check a single B machine.
(ii) The operation parameters of the machine and those of the implementa-
tion are of basic types, and in addition the operations have a single return
value of basic type. Our current implementation performs automatic ver-
dict assignment under these restrictions. They keep the representation
mapping between the speciﬁcation and implementation namespaces sim-
ple. However, in future, we intend to lift these restrictions.
(iii) All the machine operations are deterministic. Note that in this paper
we will present our solutions to handle non-determinism; however, our
current implementation does not support them.
The ProB tool has been augmented with the following enhancements to
build the ProTest environment:
• The Partition Analyser: The preconditions and the machine invariants are
extracted and both are converted into their DNFs. A naive theorem prover
then tries to eliminate all the disjuncts from the DNF of the precondition
which are either self-contradictory or which contradict the invariant. The
remaining disjuncts are used to create partitions of the operation input
space, and then the operation instances.
• ProTest has an interface for running Java Programs with respect to test
cases, and to explore the execution states through the use of probing oper-
ations.
• Coverage Graph Display: ProTest can display the state space coverage in
the form of a graph. Nodes in this graph represent the abstract machine
states and the edges are labelled with the operation instances. An edge sig-
niﬁes state transformation through the application of the labelled operation
instance.
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Operation name Type No. of partitions No. of partitions
generated covered
PageAtColumn1 probing 1 1
ColourAtColumn1 probing 1 1
CurrentCursorPosition probing 1 1
PageAtCurCursor probing 1 1
ColourAtCurCursor probing 1 1
PageAtLastColumn probing 1 1
ColourAtLastColumn probing 1 1
deﬁne update 3 3
undeﬁne update 1 1
upCursor update 45 15
downCursor update 96 18
Table 1
Partitions for each operation
4.3 Mechanical generation of test cases
In a pre-processing phase, the inﬁnite and deferred sets of the B machine
are transformed into ﬁnite enumerated states; and also the sizes are kept
small to facilitate exhaustive model checking. The ProTest partition analyzer
partitions the input space of each B operation to generate a set of operation
instances. Then the ProB model checker tries to explore the whole state space
and generates the state coverage graph. The coverage graph is a directed
graph and it has a start state which is also termed the root of the coverage
graph. Figure 4 shows the coverage graph for a particular assignment (of
the parameters of the define operation) of our case study; each edge has
been labelled with an operation instance. Note that a diﬀerent assignment
of the define operation would result in a diﬀerent coverage graph. Table
1 shows the number of operation instances covered by some of the graphs
generated. It can be seen that for operations upCursor and downCursor,
only a small percentage of instances appear in the coverage graphs. The
reasons are: (i) the given initialization and the constant set-up makes many
instances unreachable, and (ii) our naive theorem prover at this stage does
not remove some partitions which could be inconsistent. It is to be noted that
a large majority of the uncovered partitions are contradictions, and at the
moment our simple theorem prover does not catch them; we are working on
using CLP to catch more.
The heuristic in Table 2 is used to traverse the state coverage graph to gen-
erate a set of test cases, each being of the form (preamble(p) :: OP, postulate(N ′)),
where OP is the label of an edge joining the node pair (N,N ′), preamble(p) is
the sequence of labels of a path from the root of the graph to N , preamble(p) ::
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Algorithm: Generate-Test-Sequences
input: the coverage graph given by ProB model checker.
output: a set of operation sequences as test cases and postulates for each.
{
Mark every edge in the graph as uncovered;
while there is an uncovered edge (N,N ′) with label OPj {
ﬁnd the shortest path p from the root of the graph to node N
using Dijkstra’s algorithm;
Output test case for OPj : (preamble(p) :: OPj , postulate(N
′));
Mark all edges with label OPj as covered;
for each uncovered edge (Na, Nb) with label OPab occurring in path p {
Output test case for OPab: (preamble(p
′) :: OPab, postulate(Nb)),
where p′ is the path from root to Na (p′ is a preﬁx of p);
Mark all edges with label OPab covered;
}
}
Table 2
Test Case Generation Algorithm
< define → (2),upCursor → (10,16) >
< define → (2), downCursor → (43, 79),upCursor → (31,43) >
< define → (2), downCursor → (43, 79), downCursor → (151, 187),upCursor → (40,52) >
< define → (2), downCursor → (43, 79), downCursor → (151, 187),
downCursor → (145, 181),upCursor → (69,77) >
< define → (2), downCursor → (43, 79), downCursor → (151, 187),
downCursor → (145, 181), downCursor → (257, 281),downCursor→ (226) >
Table 3
Some test sequences obtained from the graph of Figure 4
OP is the sequence obtained by inserting OP at the end of preamble(p), and
postulate(N ′) is the test oracle of the test sequence. postulate(N) is obtained
from the node N ′ which is constituted from the results of the probing oper-
ations on the state represented by N ′. This heuristic uses Dijkstra’s shortest
path algorithm [11]. By altering the assignments to the arguments of the
define operation to deliberately introduce an error in the implementation, we
have generated 43 test cases. Some of these test cases are shown in Table 3;
the table does not show the postulates which are generated for each of the
test sequences. Furthermore, observe that the test sequences in the table have
been generated from the coverage graph of Figure 4.
4.4 Automating the test execution and verdict assignment
ProTest environment at this stage can deal with Java implementations. Let
us assume, we have a Java implementation which has encoded all the update
and the probing operations of a B machine. In this sense, the implementa-
tion has been directed by the speciﬁcation. Richardson et al. [17] point out
that while running a test case, examination of the test result is not the only
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test_case_generate: Test case successful: test(downCursor,177)
test_case_generate: Test case successful: test(downCursor,132)
test_case_generate: Test case successful: test(upCursor,21)
test_case_generate: Test case successful: test(upCursor,31)
test_case_generate: Test case successful: test(downCursor,151)
bjasper: Java and B Return Value Mismatch: (blank\==p7)
bjasper: Java and B Return Value Mismatch: (white\==red)
test_case_generate: Test case has failed: test(downCursor,253)
bjasper: Java and B Return Value Mismatch: (p1\==p4)
bjasper: Java and B Return Value Mismatch: (4\==3)
bjasper: Java and B Return Value Mismatch: (p4\==p6)
bjasper: Java and B Return Value Mismatch: (blank\==p7)
test_case_generate: Test case has failed: test(downCursor,274)
Table 4
Some test outputs of passed and failed test cases
interesting observation; sometimes intermediate results can be examined at
strategic points which they call control points. In our case, control points
could be the positions before and after operation (or operation instance) in-
vocations. ProTest has the capability to perform simultaneous speciﬁcation
animation and code execution, and at selected control points, both the spec-
iﬁcation and the execution states are examined by invoking their respective
probing operations. The results of the probing operations are matched by
using the representation mappings, and if there is a mismatch, it is reported
to the user.
As mentioned earlier, by altering the assignments to the parameters of
operation define, we have generated 43 test cases. In our ﬁrst attempt, we
obtained 22 test cases in relation to define(5, 4) out of which 21 failed. The
reason was that the argument ordering for the define operation was swapped
in the implementation. After it was corrected, 4 test cases still did not pass.
This time the reason was an error in the speciﬁcation; one slot in the display
column was getting assigned to a wrong value. Interestingly, this error was not
discovered during the model checking since it was not violating the invariant.
The speciﬁcation was corrected and after that all the test cases passed the
tests. In the end, all the 43 test cases passed their tests. Table 4 shows test
outputs generated by ProTest for some of the above test cases.
4.5 Handling non-determinism
B supports two types of non-determinism: bounded choice through the syn-
tactic construct SELECT and unbounded choice through the construct ANY.
In a SELECT construct, there are a ﬁnite number of guarded substitutions
and a branch whose guard evaluates to ture is non-deterministically chosen.
In an ANY construct, an element of a set is non-deterministically chosen.
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Let us consider a B operation OP having non-deterministic constructs. In
order to handle the non-deterministic choices made by OP , we require that
OP makes its choices visible by delivering them through result parameters
(in addition to other result parameters of the operation). If OP has made k
non-deterministic choices, then the operation looks like:
r1, r2, . . . , rk, result←− OP = PRE P
THEN . . . END
Here r1, . . . , rk are the k non-deterministic choices made in the course of op-
eration OP. Let us consider the case when ProTest is doing simultaneous
animation and execution during testing with respect to a test case, and we
have reached the operation OP . At this point ProTest observes what choices
the implementation has made. Thereafter, ProTest will follow the choices
made by the implementation. We term this approach testing on the ﬂy. Note
that the current version of the ProTest does not support this aspect.
5 Discussion
The following are the highlights of the ProTest environment.
(i) Partition Analysis: Many other works like [10, 15] partition the input
space by considering both the pre- and the postconditions of an opera-
tion. The reason they cite is that usually the operation preconditions are
trivial in nature, and a DNF analysis over them would hardly result in
worthwhile partitions. In our case, we strengthen an operation precon-
dition by lifting predicates used within the operation bodies. We have
observed that our approach generate the same number of partitions as
the one by Legeard et al [15]. However, partition analysis in presence of
non-determinism may need some more analysis with a view to creating
further partition of the input space.
(ii) ProTest tool performs simultaneous speciﬁcation animation and code ex-
ecution to demonstrate that both exhibit equivalent behaviour with re-
spect to test cases. Further ProTest makes it easier to check and val-
idate intermediate results. ProTest performs automatic verdict assign-
ment through the use of representation mappings. However at present
this task is easier because we only consider simple types for operation
arguments and results. Automatic verdict assignment in presence of com-
plicated data structures would be a challenging task. One solution could
be to choose probing operations judiciously which can extract relevant
and important information out of complicated data structures; this will
keep the matching of speciﬁcation and implementation states within rea-
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sonable complexity. However, this aspect need to be further explored
though larger case studies.
(iii) Non determinism: Handling non-determinism is a novelty of our ap-
proach. The requirement of making the non-deterministic choices visible
does not pose any additional burden on the speciﬁer; however, the imple-
menter needs to be instructed to make the corresponding deterministic
choice visible by some mechanism such as the use of output operation
parameters. In other words, an implementer need to be faithful to many
such recommendations from the speciﬁer(s). Our approach of making
testing on-the-ﬂy may bring out interesting test cases, which the static
analysis may not reveal.
(iv) Once input subdomains are derived after a DNF based analysis, the BZ-
TT approach uses some (minimization/maximization) cost functions to
further partition the input space and then test cases are generated. At
this stage though the ProTest approach does not use cost functions, it
can use them in future to create further partitions. This is just an en-
hancement which can be easily integrated into the ProTest environment.
(v) Reachability Analysis: ProTest performs exhaustive state space search
to generate a state coverage graph. If it ﬁnds an invariant violation in
the process, it not only reports it to the user, but it also informs the
shortest sequence of operations that led to the invariant violation. This
information can be used by the tester to perform intelligent debugging of
the code.
There may be operation instances generated by partition analysis which
are not reachable in the course of exhaustive model checking. One pos-
sible reason may be the initialization condition of the machine which
does not make it possible to reach the operation instance; however, there
may be a diﬀerent initialization which can make this operation instance
reachable. This can be found out by the constraint based checking facil-
ity of ProB. ProB can even suggest an initialization condition which can
make this operation instance reachable. In addition, it can be checked if
application of this operation instance can lead to invariant violation.
ProTest uses this facility of ProB to generate a set of robust test cases.
Given an operation instance, not reachable through exhaustive model
checking, it can say whether from a diﬀerent initialization of the machine
the operation instance is reachable. If so, the same initialization condition
can be passed to the tester/implementer so that the implementation can
be re-initialized. ProB can also give the set of operation sequences which
can make the original operation sequence reachable.
(vi) The approach of BZ-TT is the closest to that of ProTest; however, there
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are important diﬀerences. First, the approach to partition analysis is
diﬀerent though both result in similar partition sets. Second, ProTest is
diﬀerent in the sense that it performs simultaneous speciﬁcation anima-
tion and code execution to establish the correspondence. Third, ProTest
performs automatic verdict assignment. In addition, we address the issue
of non-determinism.
(vii) Snook and Butler [19] have developed a tool called U2B which mechan-
ically translates UML speciﬁcations to B. Of course there are some re-
strictions on the UML classes so that when translated they do not violate
the hierarchical structure of the B machines. Our ProTest environment
could be integrated with the U2B tool which would facilitate mechani-
cal generation of test cases from UML speciﬁcations. Further by testing
the implementation against the generated B speciﬁcation, this approach
would indirectly establish the correspondence between the UML speciﬁ-
cation and the implementation.
6 Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we have presented ProTest, a testing environment for B spec-
iﬁcations. The highlights of this tool are that it performs in parallel the
animation of the speciﬁcation and code execution with respect to test cases,
and it assigns verdicts on the test results. We have also oﬀered a solution
to handle non-determinism in the B operations. We have discussed the eﬃ-
cacy of the ProTest tool by performing a small case study from industry. We
have also demonstrated how through the use of temporal model checking and
constraint based checking, we can obtain a set of robust test cases.
The ProTest environment can be extended in many dimensions; in partic-
ular, we plan to do the following in future:
• Enhancing the ProTest environment to handle non-deterministic operations
and to support on-the-ﬂy testing.
• Integrating the U2B tool with the ProTest for generating test cases for UML
speciﬁcations.
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Appendix
The following B machine is a speciﬁcation of a component of a TV Teletext
system. The component has been discussed in Section 3.2.
MACHINE Teletext
SETS COLOURS = {red,white,lightgrey};
STATUS = {DEFINED,UNDEFINED};
PAGENAMES = {blank,p1,p2,p3,p4,p5,p6,p7...p14,p15}
CONSTANTS PAGENR, Max_Plist_size, Max_Display_size,
sel_colour, norm_colour, titles
PROPERTIES
PAGENR <: NAT & PAGENR = 1..15 &
Max_Plist_size : NAT & Max_Plist_size = 15 &
Max_Display_size : NAT & Max_Display_size = 10 &
sel_colour : COLOURS & sel_colour = lightgrey & /*Colour of slot at cursor*/
norm_colour: COLOURS & norm_colour = red & /*Usual colour of slots */
titles : PAGENR --> PAGENAMES & /* a total function */
titles = { 1 |-> p1, 2 |-> p2, 3 |-> p3, ... 15 |-> p15}
VARIABLES
Plist_size, /* Actual number of pagess to be displayed */
DisColours, /* Colour of slots from 1st position onwards */
DisPnames, /* Page names from first position onwards */
Scroll, /* No. of pages scrolled above the display column */
Selected, /* Serial number of selected page in transmission*/
Status,
Display_size /* Size of the display column */
DEFINITIONS
PageListRange0 == 0..15; PageListRange1 == 1..15;
DisplaySizeRange0 == 0..10; DisplaySizeRange1 == 1..10
INVARIANT .
.
((Status = UNDEFINED) =>
(Plist_size = 0 & DisPnames = {} & DisColours = {})) &
((Status = DEFINED) =>
(Plist_size > 0 & DisPnames /= {} & DisColours /= {} &
DisColours(Selected - Scroll) = sel_colour &
(Scroll > 0 => Selected > 1) &
(Scroll = 0 => Selected < Display_size) &
Selected <= Plist_size &
((Plist_size < Display_size) => Scroll = 0)&
(Plist_size = Display_size => (Scroll = 0 or Scroll =1)) &
((Plist_size > Display_size) => Scroll <= Plist_size-Display_size+1)))
INITIALISATION Display_size := 0 || Plist_size := 0 ||
Status := UNDEFINED || Selected := 1 ||
Scroll := 0 || DisColours,DisPnames := {},{}
OPERATIONS /* 7 probing operations */
pp <-- PageAtColumn1 = ...; /* returns page title at 1st slot */
cc <-- ColourAtColumn1 = ...; /* returns colour of 1st slot */
pos <-- CurrentCursorPosition = ...; /* returns slot position at cursor */
pp <-- PageAtCurCursor = ....; /* returns page title at cursor */
cc <-- ColourAtCurCursor = ... ; /* returns slot colour at cursor */
pp <-- PageAtLastColumn = ... ; /* returns page title at last slot */
cc <-- ColourAtLastColumn = ...; /* returns colour of last slot */
/* 4 update operations **/
define(trans_size,disp_size) =
/*defines display window size and number of pages in transmission*/
PRE
Status = UNDEFINED & trans_size : PageListRange1 &
trans_size >0 & trans_size <6
& disp_size > 1 & disp_size <5 &
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disp_size : DisplaySizeRange1 &
((trans_size < disp_size) or (trans_size >= disp_size))
THEN
Status := DEFINED ||
Plist_size := trans_size ||
Display_size := disp_size ||
Selected := 1 || Scroll := 0 ||
IF trans_size >= disp_size THEN
DisPnames := {nn,tt | ..} ||
DisColours := {nn,cc | ..}
ELSE /* trans_size < disp_size */
DisPnames := {nn,tt | ... } ||
DisColours := {nn,cc | ... }
END
END;
undefine = /* puts teletext in an undefined mode of operation */
PRE Status = DEFINED THEN
Status := UNDEFINED || Selected := 1 ||
Scroll := 0 || Plist_size := 0 ||
Display_size := 0 || DisColours,DisPnames:= {},{}
END;
upCursor = /* defines action when up arrow button is pressed */
PRE ... THEN ... END;
downCursor = /* defines action when down arrow button is pressed */
PRE
Status = DEFINED & ...
THEN
....
END
END /* End of Machine declaration */
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Syntax Predicates to be lifted
IF P THEN S END P ∨ ¬ P
IF P THEN S ELSE T END P ∨ ¬ P
IF P1 THEN S1 P1∨
ELSEIF P2 THEN S2 (¬P1 ∧ P2) ∨
. . . . . .
ELSEIF Pk THEN Sk (¬P1 ∧ . . .¬Pk−1 ∧ Pk) ∨
ELSE T END (¬P1 ∧ . . .¬Pk−1 ∧ ¬Pk)
IF P1 THEN S1 P1 ∨
ELSEIF P2 THEN S2 (¬P1 ∧ P2) ∨
. . . . . .
ELSEIF Pk THEN Sk END (¬P1 ∧ . . .¬Pk−1 ∧ Pk) ∨
(¬P1 ∧ . . .¬Pk−1 ∧ ¬Pk)
SELECT P THEN S END P ∨ ¬ P
SELECT P1 THEN S1 (P1 ∧ ¬P2 . . . ∧ ¬Pk) ∨
WHEN P2 THEN S2 (¬P1 ∧ P2 . . . ∧ ¬Pk) ∨
. . . . . .
WHEN Pk THEN Sk (¬P1 ∧ . . .¬Pk−1 ∧ Pk) ∨
END (¬P1 ∧ . . . ¬Pk−1 ∧ ¬Pk)
SELECT P1 THEN S1 (P1 ∧ ¬P2 . . . ∧ ¬Pk) ∨
WHEN P2 THEN S2 (¬P1 ∧ P2 . . . ∧ ¬Pk) ∨
. . . . . .
WHEN Pk THEN Sk (¬P1 ∧ . . .¬Pk−1 ∧ Pk) ∨
ELSE T END (¬P1 ∧ . . .¬Pk−1 ∧ ¬Pk)
CASE E OF
EITHER l1 THEN S1 (E ∈ {l1} ∧ E /∈ {l2, . . . , lk}) ∨
. . . . . .
OR lk THEN Sk (E ∈ {lk} ∧ E /∈ {l1, . . . , lk−1}) ∨
END END (E /∈ {l, . . . , lk})
CASE E OF
EITHER l1 THEN S1 (E ∈ {l1} ∧ E /∈ {l2, . . . , lk}) ∨
. . . . . .
OR lk THEN Sk (E ∈ {lk} ∧ E /∈ {l1, . . . , lk−1}) ∨
ELSE U END END (E /∈ {l, . . . , lk})
Table 5
Rules for extracting clauses
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norm_colour=red,sel_colour=lightgrey,Max_Display_size=10,
Max_Plist_size=15,PAGENR={1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15},titles(1,p1),
titles(2,p2),titles(3,p3),titles(4,p4),
titles(5,p5),titles(6,p6),titles(7,p7),
titles(8,p8),titles(9,p9),titles(10,p10),
titles(11,p11),titles(12,p12),titles(13,p13),
titles(14,p14),titles(15,p15)
setup_constants
Display_size=0,Plist_size=0,Status=UNDEFINED,
Selected=1,Scroll=0,DisColours={},
DisPnames={}
initialise_machine
Display_size=4,Plist_size=5,Status=DEFINED,
Selected=1,Scroll=0,DisColours(1,lightgrey),
DisColours(2,red),DisColours(3,red),DisColours(4,red),
DisPnames(1,p1),DisPnames(2,p2),DisPnames(3,p3),
DisPnames(4,p4)
define(5,4)===>(2)
upCursor===>(10,16)
Display_size=4,Plist_size=5,Status=DEFINED,
Selected=2,Scroll=0,DisColours(1,red),
DisColours(2,lightgrey),DisColours(3,red),DisColours(4,red),
DisPnames(1,p1),DisPnames(2,p2),DisPnames(3,p3),
DisPnames(4,p4)
downCursor===>(43,79) upCursor===>(31,43)
Display_size=4,Plist_size=5,Status=DEFINED,
Selected=3,Scroll=0,DisColours(1,red),
DisColours(2,red),DisColours(3,lightgrey),DisColours(4,red),
DisPnames(1,p1),DisPnames(2,p2),DisPnames(3,p3),
DisPnames(4,p4)
downCursor===>(151,187) upCursor===>(40,52)
Display_size=4,Plist_size=5,Status=DEFINED,
Selected=4,Scroll=1,DisColours(1,red),
DisColours(2,red),DisColours(3,lightgrey),DisColours(4,red),
DisPnames(1,p2),DisPnames(2,p3),DisPnames(3,p4),
DisPnames(4,p5)
downCursor===>(145,181)
Display_size=4,Plist_size=5,Status=DEFINED,
Selected=3,Scroll=1,DisColours(1,red),
DisColours(2,lightgrey),DisColours(3,red),DisColours(4,red),
DisPnames(1,p2),DisPnames(2,p3),DisPnames(3,p4),
DisPnames(4,p5)
upCursor===>(69,77)
Display_size=4,Plist_size=5,Status=DEFINED,
Selected=5,Scroll=2,DisColours(1,red),
DisColours(2,red),DisColours(3,lightgrey),DisColours(4,white),
DisPnames(1,p3),DisPnames(2,p4),DisPnames(3,p5),
DisPnames(4,blank)
downCursor===>(257,281) upCursor===>(67,75)
downCursor===>(261,285)
downCursor===>(226)
Display_size=4,Plist_size=5,Status=DEFINED,
Selected=4,Scroll=2,DisColours(1,red),
DisColours(2,lightgrey),DisColours(3,red),DisColours(4,white),
DisPnames(1,p3),DisPnames(2,p4),DisPnames(3,p5),
DisPnames(4,blank)
upCursor===>(61)
upCursor===>(59)
downCursor===>(229)
Fig. 4. State coverage Graph
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